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Abstract
This paper is a summary of the author’s thesis that
presents a model and an environment for recovering the
high level design of legacy software systems based on user
defined architectural patterns and graph matching techniques. In the proposed model, a high-level view of a software system in terms of the system components and their
interactions is represented as a query, using a description
language. A query is mapped onto a pattern-graph, where
a component and its interactions with other components
are represented as a group of graph-nodes and a group of
graph-edges, respectively. Interaction constraints can be
modeled by the description language as a part of the query.
Such a pattern-graph is applied against an entity-relation
graph that represents the information extracted from the
source code of the software system. An approximate graph
matching process performs a series of graph transformation operations (i.e., node/edge insertion/deletion) on the
pattern-graph and uses a ranking mechanism based on data
mining association to obtain a sub-optimal solution. The
obtained solution corresponds to an extracted architecture
that complies with the given query.

1

Introduction

In a nutshell, the existing approaches to software architectural recovery can be classiﬁed as clustering-based techniques and pattern-based techniques. The clustering-based
techniques generate architectural components by gradually
grouping the related system entities using a similarity measure [6]. On the other hand, the pattern-based techniques
ﬁrst compose a high-level mental model of the system architecture (also known as conceptual architecture or architectural pattern) using a modeling means such as a query
language [5] or a block diagram [4], and then a pattern
matching engine searches to identify an instance of the architectural pattern in the software system.
The clustering-based techniques can only implicitly
guide the result of the recovery toward a constrained ob-
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jective. In contrast, the pattern-based techniques can use
a formalism to model structural constrains that are derived
from the application domain and system documentation and
can link the analysis results with the intended objectives,
hence provide a user/tool cooperative environment for architectural recovery. However, the pattern-based architecture recovery approaches suffer from the lack of an expressive representation of the architectural patterns, and in most
cases an expert user is required to formulate the architectural pattern.
This thesis [7] argues that a pattern-based environment
for software architecture recovery with an expressive architectural pattern language that incorporates knowledge
from the system’s domain and documentation, and a process that ensures a repeatable recovery result would best
suit to the requirements of the architectural recovery problem. Moreover, the software systems are intuitively represented as graphs and the reverse engineering community is
on the verge of adopting a graph standard for information
exchange among the existing reverse engineering tools [3].
Speciﬁcally, this thesis proposes a pattern-based recovery approach whose objectives can be speciﬁed in terms
of the structural properties that are deﬁned through an
architectural pattern. The proposed architectural pattern
is based on the expressive features of the architecture description languages (ADLs) and is incrementally generated
via an interactive procedure that allows to incorporate
the knowledge from the application domain and system
documentation. The proposed approach considers the
high-level design of a system as a pattern-graph, and
models the recovery process as a graph pattern matching
problem that matches such a high-level pattern-graph of the
system with an entity-relationship graph representation of
the source-code system entities. The result of the recovery
can be directly tested against the recovery objectives
through: i) conformance checking with the available
documentation that ensures the decomposition of the core
system functionality into components; ii) measuring the
modularity quality of the recovered architecture to ensure
the recovery of a maintainable system; and iii) conformance
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Figure 1. The proposed interactive environment for pattern-based software architecture
recovery and evaluation.
with the component and connector size and type constraints
imposed by the pattern.

2

Proposed recovery environment

Figure 1 illustrates the different parts of the proposed
environment where the thick arrows signify the automatic
or user-assisted processes in the environment; boxes represent the different forms of information in the environment; the thin arrows indicate the inputs and output of the
graph matching engine; and the user is the high-level decision maker that produces a mental model of the architecture
and veriﬁes the result of recovery. The proposed environment employs techniques from approximate graph pattern
matching, data mining, clustering, and architecture description languages. The environment consists of an off-line preprocess part and an on-line analysis part, that are performed
in the following steps.
Step 1: in the off-line part, the software system (written
in a procedural language such as C) is parsed and represented as an attributed relational graph; the system graph
is pre-processed using data mining techniques to extract
groups of highly intra-related entities; and ﬁnally the system graph is represented as a group of graph regions in a
database to be used by the graph matching engine. Each
graph region represents a reduced search space for recovery
of a component.
Step 2: in the on-line part, using an iterative recovery
process the user incrementally generates an architectural
pattern for the software system based on domain knowledge, system documents, or tool-provided system analysis
information. The architectural pattern (can be referred to as
conceptual architecture) is directly deﬁned for the tool, using a proprietary language that we call Architecture Query
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Language (AQL). Therefore, a query in AQL represents a
macroscopic graph-form pattern for a part or the whole of
the system architecture to be recovered.
Step 3: the graph matching engine then represents the
architectural pattern in the AQL query as a pattern-graph;
sub-optimally matches the pattern-graph against the system
graph regions in the database; and ﬁnally presents the recovered architecture along with the evaluation metrics to
the user.
Step4: the user investigates the result of recovery using the tool-provided metrics and if the result is satisfactory, stops the recovery process; otherwise, the user augments the architectural pattern by adding another component and/or by adding/adjusting the constrained connectors,
and then resumes a new recovery iteration.
The proposed environment has been implemented in a
toolkit called Alborz which is described in Chapter 8 of
the thesis. Alborz provides the result of the architectural
recovery into two forms: i) HTML pages for the recovered
components, tool generated metrics, and source code, to
be visualized by a Web browser such as Netscape; and
ii) graphs of boxes and arrows to be visualized by the
Rigi tool [1], where the boxes are the system ﬁles or the
analyzed components and the arrows are either the resource
interaction (i.e., import/export) between the components or
their association values.
Contributions: the speciﬁc contributions of this thesis
with respect to the solid circles in the environment of Figure
1, and with refer to the Chapters of the thesis, are discussed
in the items C1 to C6 below:
C1: a new domain model that allows to represent the
software system as an attributed relational graph at a higherlevel of abstraction than the source-code which is suitable
for architectural recovery (in Chapter 3). C2: two new
similarity metrics that are based on the structural properties
of the groups of entities with maximal association (deﬁned
later) generated by data mining techniques (in Chapter 3).
C3: a novel technique to limit the computational complexity of the graph matching process for architectural recovery
using graph regions (in Chapter 3). C4: an architecture
query language (AQL) to model an architectural pattern of
constrained components and their interactions (in Chapter
4). C5 and C6: a new multi-phase approximate graph
matching algorithm to match a pattern-graph with the
regions of the software system graph (in Chapters 5 and 6).

3

Overview of the graph matching process

In modeling the proposed incremental graph matching
approach for architecture recovery, a number of intermediate graphs and connector edges are deﬁned. Such
intermediate graphs allow to represent the architectural

pattern and an input graph at each iteration of the matching
process in terms of their constituents (i.e., a number
of recovered components and their import/export links)
and consequently formulate these graphs using recursive
graph summation equations. This formulation provides a
valuable means for modeling and implementing the whole
incremental pattern matching process.
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In this approach, the software system and the architectural
pattern are presented using the attributed relational graph
notation.The software system is represented by a sourcegraph
   , where the nodes ( ) represent ﬁles,
functions, datatypes, and variables and the edges ( ) represent call and use relationships. The nodes and edges comply with the speciﬁc domain model deﬁned for architectural
analysis [7].
The source-graph
provides a search-space for the
matching process. However, since even in a medium-size
software system the number of entities and relationships
that are generated are prohibitively high, any matching algorithm will be intractable.
To address this problem, using data mining association
relation, the search space is divided in order to generate
a collection of sub-spaces, where each sub-space is a
, namely a source-region
sub-graph of the source-graph
.
 is distinguished by the
Each
source-region


main-seed node  in that region.
Data mining: in this context, the data mining technique
Apriori [2] is used to discover all groups of system entities
that are related by maximal association. Maximal association is deﬁned in a group of system entities in the form of
a maximal set of entities that all share the same relation to
every member of another maximal set of entities.
Every node in a source-region is labeled with an
association-based similarity value to the main-seed of the
source-region as a means for the matching process to operate on groups of highly associated entities. The similarity
value between two entities and between two groups of entities are deﬁned using the groups of entities with maximal
association extracted by the data mining technique.

3.2 Architectural pattern representation
The architectural pattern is represented by an AQL query.
Each component (module or subsystem) of the query uses
one or more entities as ﬁxed entities to appear in the result of the recovery, namely main-seed(s) which determine
the corresponding search-space to be searched for the component, and seeds which just appear in the result without
search. In the following, a part of an AQL query consisting
of a subsystem S1 of ﬁles and its interconnection links to
other subsystems is shown:
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Figure 2. An example of matching a patterngraph with an input-graph to yield a matchedgraph at phase 2 of the matching process.
BEGIN-AQL
SUBSYSTEM: S1
MAIN-SEEDS:
IMPORTS:
RESOURCES:

EXPORTS:
RESOURCES:

CONTAINS:
FILES:
END-AQL

ﬁles e edit, e update
rsrc ?IR,
rsrc ?R1(6 .. 10) S2,
rsrc ?R2(12 .. 20) S4
rsrc ?ER,
rsrc ?R3(10 .. 15) S2,
rsrc ?R4(1 .. 5) S3
ﬁle $CFI(7 .. 10), ﬁles e edit, e update

The above AQL fragment is interpreted as: the subsystem S1 which will be instantiated with seven to ten
ﬁles (CONTAINS section), and deﬁnitely contains the ﬁles
e edit and e update (main seeds), imports minimum six
and maximum ten resources (?R1) from subsystem S2 (IMPORTS section). A similar interpretation holds for the EXPORTS section. The notations ?IR and ?ER in the import
and export sections denote unidentiﬁed quantities of links
between the current subsystem and any other subsystems in
the query that have not been speciﬁed by the architectural
pattern, therefore, are not matched by the matching algorithm.
An AQL query can be further represented as a querygraph consisting of composite nodes that are linked through
composite edges. The  composite node is expanded into

Pattern
matching

3.4 Evaluation
A comprehensive set of experimentations related to the
time/space complexity, accuracy, stability, and quality of
the proposed architecture recovery technique has been presented in the Chapter 8 of the thesis [7].
The experimentations are performed on six middle-size
industrial systems, namely: Xfig, Clips, Apache, Bash, Elm,
and Ghostview. Figure 3(a) illustrates the architectural pattern of the Clips system with ﬁve subsystems, where the
constrained components and connectors are shown. Figure
3(b) illustrates the result of recovery, where the constraints
of the architectural pattern have been satisﬁed. In Figure
3(c) the accuracy of the recovery result is presented using
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3.3 Graph pattern matching
In order to address the tractability of the recovery process,
the whole recovery process is divided into  incremental
phases (as  partial-matchings) where  is the number of
components to be recovered and the current matching phase
is denoted by “” ( [1.. No. of components]). Therefore,
the recovery process performs a multi-phase matching. This
allows to back-tracking to the previous phase of recovery if
the recovery of the current component fails. Figure 2 illustrates an example of the matching process at phase 2,
where the process computes a sub-optimal match between
a pattern-graph ¾ that originates from an AQL query and
an input-graph ¾ that originates from the system sourcegraph .
We use the  search algorithm that has been modiﬁed
by a “Bounded-Queue” heuristic (namely BQ- ) to compute a sub-optimal match between the pattern-graph  and
input-graph  while the AQL query constraints are not violated. The BQ- algorithm generates a search-tree and
uses a cost function based on graph transformation operations (i.e., node or edge deletion/insertion) that guides the
search algorithm to expand a tree-node with minimum cost.
In Figures 2(b) to (d), the graph summation notations
“plus ” for connecting two graphs, and “oplus ” for
connecting a graph to a group of connector-edges are used
to model the whole incremental pattern matching process
in terms of the recursive graph algebraic equations.
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?R3(4

generate
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Ê
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a pattern-region   , and each composite edge is expanded
into a group of edge-bundles   , as illustrated in the
example of Figures 2(a) and (b). Each edge-bundle connects every node from a corresponding recovered component to one node in the pattern-region   with respect to
the direction of the composite edge. The expansion of the
query-graph generates a pattern-graph  . The rationale
for expanding the composite-edges is to allow every subset
of the nodes in a source component to be connected to every
subset of the nodes in the destination component, according
to the constraints modeled in the AQL query.

Figure 3. Architectural recovery of Clips.
the Precision and Recall metrics.

4

Conclusion

The thesis of this work argues that the pattern-based
approaches to software architecture recovery with an
expressive pattern language, and with an interactive and incremental recovery process that incorporates the knowledge
from the application domain and system documentation,
best suites the objectives of an architecture recovery task.
The paper, then brieﬂy discussed the characteristics of such
an environment with focus on the graph matching model,
tractability, and accuracy of the proposed technique.
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